A novel extended Pareto Optimality Consensus model for predicting essential proteins.
Essential proteins have vital functions, when they are destroyed in cells, the cells will die or stop reproducing. Therefore, it is very important to identify essential proteins from a large number of other proteins. Due to the time-consuming, expensive, and inefficient process in biological experimental methods, computational methods become more and more popular to recognize them. In the early stages, these methods mainly rely on protein-protein interaction (PPI) information, which limits their discovery capacities. Researchers find novel methods by fusing multi-information to improve prediction accuracy. According to these features, essential proteins are more important and conservative in the evolution process, their neighbors in PPI networks are usually likely to be essential, there are many false positives in PPI data, whether a protein is essential can be assessed by the importance of a protein itself, the relevance of neighbors and the reliability of PPIs. The importance of neighbors and the reliability of PPIs can be further integrated into neighborhood feature. In the study, orthologous information, edge-clustering coefficient and gene expression information are used to measure the importance of a protein itself, the importance of the neighbors and the reliability of PPIs, respectively. Then, a novel expanded POC model, E_POC, is proposed to fuse the above information to discover essential proteins, a weighted PPI network is constructed. The proteins ranked high according to their weights are treated as candidate essential proteins. This novel method is named as E_POC. E_POC outperforms the existing classical methods on S. cerevisiae and E. coli data.